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Domestic air travel falls in Europe in
2019; Spain is significant exception
While demand for international air services continues to grow
strongly across Europe, the same can not be said for domestic
air services. The recent near collapse of Flybe in the UK has
helped highlight some of the challenges facing airlines
operating in Europe’s domestic markets.
The ANKER Report has collected passenger data from a range of
sources to look at how domestic air travel has been evolving in
2019. In Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK national statistics are
already available for all airports in those countries. However,
French national data is not yet available. Here, Aéroports de
Paris (ADP) figures for domestic traffic from Paris CDG and Paris
Orly have been used, as these two airports account for a
significant proportion of French domestic air travel.
Spain up, Germany and UK down
For the purposes of this analysis we will refer to the UK as an
EU country as it was a member throughout 2019. Among the
top five EU domestic markets only Spain reported consistent
domestic traffic growth throughout 2019, never falling below
4% and almost reaching 10% in June. Overall, the number of

strike in December. As a result the German decline in domestic
demand may be rather overstated, especially in the last quarter
of 2019.
Finally, UK domestic air traffic, after a positive start in Q1, went
into decline from April onwards. The positive growth in Q1 can
be attributed to Ryanair which had cancelled its biggest UK
domestic route between London STN and Edinburgh in W17/18
because of the pilot holiday issues it had encountered, but was
back operating up to 4-daily flights on the route in early 2019.
The traffic decline from April onwards was also driven by
Ryanair’s decision to cut UK domestic capacity by almost 60%,
partly as a result of its Boeing MAX delivery issues, as well as a
6% cut in Flybe’s domestic capacity. During that period British
Airways (+2%) and easyJet (+1%) both increased UK domestic
capacity marginally.
Turkey and Nordic countries see domestic drop
Looking at passenger data from other European countries
shows that domestic air travel was also in decline elsewhere. In
Turkey domestic passenger numbers fell by 11.3% to 112.9

Welcome

The domestic air travel market in
Europe had a difficult 2019, especially
in the second half of the year. We
reveal actual passenger trends for a
wide range of domestic markets and
which were the leading domestic
airlines in Europe last year.
We also look at Ryanair’s home base of
Dublin, Newcastle Airport, market
trends from Europe to both Armenia
and Saudi Arabia, traffic trends at three passengers passing through Spanish airports on domestic flights
smaller European airports, plus a bit of grew by 6.4% to almost 85.8 million. Remember that domestic
passengers will be counted at each end of their journey, so a
fun for UK-based plane spotters.
Finally, remember to check out the
EATS database of airport traffic on our
website, which already has full 2019
data for over 400 airports.

person making a domestic return flight will be counted as four
passenger movements.
In Italy, the domestic market grew in the first half of 2019 (by
just under 3%), but contracted in the second half of the year by
around 1%. Across the year as a whole domestic passengers
grew by 0.7% to 64.4 million according to assaeroporti.

Ralph Anker A similar pattern was seen in France at Paris’s two main
ralph@anker-report.com airports. Between January and June domestic traffic was up
1.9%, but from May onwards domestic traffic was declining
compared with 2018, and by the end of the year ADP’s
domestic traffic was reported as having fallen by 0.3%.
Germany also had a year of two halves. In the first half of 2019
domestic traffic was up 2.4% to 23.2 million. However, the
second half of the year saw a significant reduction, with
November domestic air travel down 12% and December
domestic traffic recording a drop of almost 9%. Some of this
can be accounted for by Lufthansa staff going on a two-day
strike in early November, while Eurowings staff also went on
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million while international traffic was up 11.4% to 97.6 million.
Turkey is one of the few European countries where domestic
traffic is still bigger than international traffic, along with Norway
and Russia.
According to Avinor, Norwegian domestic traffic was down
0.4% to 30.73 million, whereas international traffic increased by
1.8% to 22.77m). In neighbouring Sweden, which appears to be
the main driver of the so-called ‘flight shaming’ movement,
Transportstyrelsen data for 2019 and 2018 shows that domestic
traffic was down 9% in 2019. In nearby Finland, Finavia data for
2019 shows that domestic traffic was down 0.9% to 5.88 million
passengers, while international traffic was up 5.7% to 20.14
million.
In Greece, it was another year of two halves for domestic
traffic, according to data from Athens Airport. In the first half of
2019, during which domestic traffic grew every month,
passenger numbers were up 4% to 3.48 million. However, in
the second (busier) half of the year demand fell by 2.6% to 4.27
million, resulting in tiny growth of 0.3% across the whole year
from 7.73 million in 2018 to 7.75
continues on page 10
million in 2019.
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Ryanair serves over 100 destinations from its home base in Dublin;
five new routes added for S20 as Spanish routes lead ASK rankings
Europe’s biggest (U)LCC Ryanair has its corporate
headquarters in Dublin. Originally the airline’s biggest
base it was overtaken by London STN many years ago
but still ranks as its second biggest airport for annual
seats in 2019 (ahead of Milan BGY and Barcelona).
Since 2006, Ryanair has consistently accounted for
between 38% and 44% of Dublin’s scheduled seat
capacity. Local national carrier Aer Lingus is the other
major carrier at the airport. Since 2006 Ryanair has
usually been the bigger airline in terms of annual seats
apart from between 2011 and 2014.
2008 peak only bettered in 2016
The global economic recession of 2008/09 hit the Irish
market quite hard. While Aer Lingus beat its 2008
capacity figure in 2013, it would take Ryanair a further
three years to beat the figure of 6.73 million departing
seats it had offered in 2008. Last year saw both Ryanair
and Aer Lingus set all-time records for seat capacity in
Dublin, which handled almost 33 million passengers, an
increase of 4.5% on 2018.
Last summer Ryanair served 100 destinations from
Dublin after adding over a dozen new routes. In total,
Ryanair has offered flights to over 140 destinations from
Dublin in over 30 years of operating from the airport.
Spanish routes lead way for Ryanair
A look at the airline’s leading routes last summer by
ASKs (which takes into account frequency and sector
length) shows that seven of the top 15 routes by this
metric are to Spanish destinations. Four of the top six
routes are to Spain with Malaga just edging out Faro for
the top spot thanks to its longer sector length. Of the
remaining eight routes, there are two each to Italy,
Portugal and the UK, and one each to Hungary and the
Netherlands.
The highest frequency routes last summer were London
STN (54 weekly flights), London LGW (48), Birmingham
and Manchester (both 37) and Amsterdam 28. A total of
20 routes were served at least 2-daily and a further 23
were routes were served at least daily. All routes are
served at least 2-weekly in summer.
Three new routes for S20 plus two resumptions
Five new routes have so far been unveiled for this
summer; Marseille in France, Menorca in Spain, Palanga
in Lithuania, Podgorica in Montenegro and Verona in
Italy. Both Marseille and Verona have previously been
served by Ryanair from Dublin.
Flights to Munich are suspended from the end of March
2020, which will be great news for Aer Lingus and
Lufthansa, who also both operate the route. In recent
years Ryanair has also dropped German routes to
Bremen, Frankfurt HHN and Stuttgart. Domestic flights
to Shannon ended in 2008, while Cork and Kerry services
were operated until the end of summer 2011.

Ryanair’s network developments from Dublin 2008-2020
Year

Destinations from Dublin

Destinations no longer served

2008

Bologna, Brest, Cuneo, Kerry, Palma de Mallorca, Rodez, Santander, Tours, Zadar

Malmö, Pula, Stockholm VST, Tenerife TFN, Vitoria

2009

Gran Canaria, Lanzarote, Memmingen

Blackpool, Forli, Shannon, Warsaw WAW

2010

Barcelona, Oslo RYG, Tallinn

Basel, Billund, Bremen, Cuneo, Doncaster Sheffield, Friedrichshafen,
Gothenburg GSE, Tampere, Teesside, Weeze

2011

Ibiza, Venice VCE, Vilnius

Almeria, Bournemouth, Brest, Budapest, Hamburg LBC, Karlsruhe/BadenBaden, Oslo TRF, Prague

2012

Budapest, Lublin, Maastricht, Palermo, Verona VRN, Warsaw WMI

Aberdeen, Bologna, Cork, Kerry, Trapani, Venice VCE, Zadar

2013

Bologna, Bremen, Warsaw WAW, Zadar

Verona VRN

2014

Almeria, Bari, Basel, Brussels BRU, Bucharest OTP, Chania, Cologne Bonn, Comiso,
Glasgow GLA, Lisbon, Marrakech, Prague

Maastricht, Stockholm NYO, Warsaw WAW

2015

Amsterdam, Cardiff, Copenhagen

Glasgow PIK, Marseille

2016

Athens, Hamburg, Sofia, Vigo

Alghero

2017

Munich, Naples, Stuttgart

Oslo RYG

2018

Dalaman, Frankfurt FRA, Luxembourg, Paphos

Comiso

2019

Billund, Bodrum, Bordeaux, Bournemouth, Cagliari, Dubrovnik, Gothenburg, Kiev KBP,
London SEN, Milan MXP, Murcia RMU, Split, Tarbes/Lourdes, Thessaloniki, Toulouse

Bremen, Frankfurt HHN

2020

Marseille, Menorca, Palanga, Podgorica, Verona VRN

Murcia MJV, Rodez, Stuttgart, Vigo

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for January 2007 to December 2020.
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Airlines serving only one UK airport this summer (other than London
Heathrow) revealed; only five outside of London’s other airports
Not surprisingly, the majority of non-UK airlines wishing
to fly to the UK have their sights firmly set on London’s
iconic Heathrow Airport, which continues to be Europe’s
busiest airport in terms of passengers (almost 81 million
last year), despite, for the foreseeable future, still only
having two runways. For many Asian carriers in
particular (such as All Nippon Airways, EVA Air, Korean
Air and Malaysia Airlines), Heathrow is the only airport
they plan to serve this summer in the UK. So aviation
enthusiasts who want to see these carriers should head
for west London.
However, there are a number of carriers who also
operate to only one airport in the UK and that airport is
somewhere other than Heathrow.
Gatwick’s unique carriers
The ANKER Report has analysed Cirium Data and
Analytics figures for S19 and S20 to highlight which
airports should be visited as the only place to see some
other carriers in the UK. London is home to five further
international airports and each of these has some
unique visitors.
Let’s start at Gatwick. This is now the only airport in the
UK to welcome Air Arabia Maroc services (from Fez,
Marrakech and Tangier) after the LCC discontinued
services to Birmingham and Manchester at the end of
last October. Air Europa, the Spanish carrier that IAG
expects to purchase during the first half of this year, also
serves only Gatwick in the UK, 2-daily from its base in
Madrid, competing directly with easyJet (3-daily) and
Iberia Express (2-daily).

end of last October. Service on the 4,660-kilometre
route will be daily this summer and to highlight the
importance of the route to the airline it has designated
flight numbers “1” and “2” to the sectors.
Montenegro Airlines has been serving Gatwick since
June 2008, when it began flying from Tivat. It also
operated from Podgorica between November 2009 and
September 2013. This summer it operates 3-weekly from
Tivat using Fokker 100s, which makes the service even
more interesting to spotters.
Finally at Gatwick, Ukraine International Airlines has
been serving London’s second airport from Kiev KBP for
many years. This summer it is offering 2-daily service on
the 2,180-kilometre route using a mix of 737-800s and
Embraer E-195s.
Elsewhere in London
On the other side of London, at Stansted, Air Corsica
(from four airports in Corsica), Albawings (from Tirana),
Air Moldova (from Chisinau) and Ural Airlines (from
Moscow DME) are all unique to the airport among UK
airports. Air Corsica began Stansted flights in May 2018
from Ajaccio and Bastia. Albawings launched flights from
Tirana last June, Air Moldova has been flying the
Chisinau route since May 2013, while Ural Airlines only
began service between Moscow DME and Stansted on
20 December 2019.
FlyOne has, since July 2019, chosen London SEN as its
only UK destination from Chisinau, while Luton

welcomes LEVEL’s only UK flights (from Amsterdam,
replacing Vueling’s flights) as well as the only UK services
offered by SunExpress (from Antalya and Izmir). Finally in
London, Luxair (which has in the past served London
LHR, London STN and Manchester) currently only serves
London LCY with up to 7-daily flights this summer. The
docklands airport is also the only UK airport for Air
Antwerp, with began flying from (you guessed it)
Antwerp last September.
Beyond London
Heading out of London, a stop at Birmingham will enable
spotters to see Turkmenistan Airlines’s only UK service, a
weekly offering from Ashgabat (increasing to 2-weekly
soon) using the airline’s 738-800s. The carrier had been
banned from European airspace but returned at the end
of last year.
Further north at Manchester, Juneyao Airlines will begin
its first ever UK flight, a 3-weekly service from Shanghai
via Helsinki on 30 March using its 787-9s.
Venturing into Scotland, Edinburgh is the only chosen UK
destination for three carriers. Atlantic Airways has been
serving Edinburgh from Vagar in the Faroe Islands since
April 2015, while Transavia (France) has been flying from
Paris ORY since May 2016, having dropped Luton service
in June 2017. This summer will see sister airline
Transavia (Netherlands) return to the UK after a decade
away, with up to 4-weekly flights between Rotterdam
and Edinburgh starting in April.

Taiwan’s China Airlines offers a 5-weekly service from
Taipei to Gatwick, a route it launched in December 2017,
having previously served Heathrow between March
2010 and March 2012.
Georgian Airways is another carrier unique to Gatwick. It
launched flights from Tbilisi in May 2017. This summer it
will offer 3-weekly flights on the 3,550-kilometre route
using 737s.
Jazeera Airways is the most recent unique newcomer to
Gatwick, having begun service from Kuwait City at the
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Jet2.com overtakes easyJet to become leading airline in Newcastle;
Lufthansa has just arrived while Loganair and TUI are adding routes
Newcastle in the north-east of England is home to the
UK’s 11th busiest airport (and fourth busiest in England
outside of London after Manchester, Birmingham and
Bristol), which last year handled just over five million
passengers for the third year in a row. However, the
airport’s busiest year to date remains 2007, when over
5.5 million passengers passed through the airport.
That was also the year when easyJet’s base at the airport
was at its biggest. easyJet had made Newcastle a base in
March 2003. Since then it has offered domestic and
international flights to almost 30 destinations.
Domestic traffic peaks in 2005
Between 2000 and 2005 domestic traffic grew by over
80% as first Go (from London STN) and then easyJet
(from Bristol) stimulated the market with lower fares.
However, between 2005 and 2011 domestic traffic
declined by over 30% and in recent years has been
remarkably consistent at around 1.2 million passengers.
British Airways serves London LHR, easyJet offers flights
to Belfast BFS, Bristol and Jersey, while Flybe last year
flew to Aberdeen, Cardiff, Exeter, London LCY and
Southampton, as well as some seasonal services to
Newquay.
Flybe introduced service to London LCY in January 2019
using Saab 2000s operated by Eastern Airways, but the
route was suspended from 7 April. The start of the S20
season will see the carrier launch London SEN from
Newcastle using Stobart Air’s ATRs.
Thomas Cook collapse has only minor impact
The airport’s seasonality profile has been very stable in
recent years despite the comings and goings of various
airlines and routes. During the summer peak the airport
handles around 600,000 passengers per month,
compared with just under 300,000 during the off-peak
winter months.
Last summer saw traffic drop slightly below the level of
S18 even before Thomas Cook Airlines ceased operating
in September.
New destinations for 2019, apart from London LCY, were
Izmir in Turkey (with Jet2.com) and a handful of flights to
Reykjavik KEF also operated by Jet2.com. Destinations no
longer served in 2019 included Belfast BHD (served by
Flybe), Madrid (Ryanair) and Cork (Aer Lingus).
Lufthansa new for 2020
Last week Newcastle welcomed the arrival of Lufthansa
with 6-weekly service to Munich. Lufthansa joins Aer
Lingus, Air France, British Airways and KLM as European
flag-carriers serving Newcastle. Apart from the new
Munich and London Southend services already
mentioned, Newcastle will also welcome new services
with Loganair to Newquay (1 April), Bergen (26 April, just
in time for Routes Europe) and Guernsey (23 May).
Loganair began service from Newcastle in March 2019
when it took over the Brussels and Stavanger routes
after flybmi ceased operations. It also started competing
with Flybe on the Aberdeen route from September.
For sun-seekers this summer Jet2.com is adding service
to Kos (4 May) while TUI Airways is adding Agadir,
Hurghada and Santorini as new destinations in S20.

The ANKER Report

In addition to the lost Thomas Cook flights, this summer
easyJet will no longer serve either Berlin SXF or Rhodes
while Ryanair has dropped its summer services to
Lanzarote and Warsaw WMI.

currently provided during the summer peak by TUI
Airways which flies to Orlando SFB. Each winter around
Christmas, Jet2.com offers a handful of services to
Newark.

Emirates is key long-haul service

The last US carrier to serve Newcastle was United Airline
which offered seasonal flights from Newark between
May and September in both 2015 and 2016.

Emirates began serving Newcastle in September 2007.
The airport’s only services to North America are
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Europe to Saudi Arabia market grows 500% since 2004; links from
Turkey dominate as Saudia and Turkish Airlines share 70% of seats
With authorities in Saudi Arabia looking to diversify their
economy away from oil, tourism has become a focus of
the regime’s Saudi Vision 2030 project launched in 2016.
Sporting events seem to be playing a key part in this.
Motor racing’s Formula E series started its latest season
with two races at Diriyah in November, while December
saw a high-profile heavyweight boxing contest between
Andy Ruiz Jr. and Anthony Joshua, also in Diriyah.
In October the snooker world will arrive to compete in
the lucrative Saudi Arabia Snooker Masters, while there
have been signs that the country may also be gearing up
to host Formula 1 races in the not too distant future.
Fivefold increase between 2005 and 2016
Scheduled seat capacity between Europe and Saudi
Arabia has increased fivefold between 2005 and 2016
from 600,000 one-way seats to three million. Since 2016,
capacity increased further in 2017 and 2019 and reached
almost 3.5 million seats last year.
Last year a total of 18 European airports offered at least
100 flights to destinations in Saudi Arabia, an increase of
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one on 2018 thanks to FlyBosnia’s services from
Sarajevo. Of the top 11 European airports in 2019, five
are in Turkey with Istanbul IST (first) ahead of Istanbul
SAW (second), Ankara (sixth), Trabzon (ninth) and Hatay
(eleventh). Outside of Turkey the leading European
airports for flights to Saudi Arabia are London LHR,
Frankfurt, Paris CDG, Manchester and Amsterdam.

New routes to Amsterdam and Vienna in 2020

European airports that lost service to Saudi Arabia in
2019 were Prague (CSA Czech Airlines to Riyadh in 2018)
and Moscow VKO (a total of 23 Saudia flights from
Jeddah and Riyadh in 2018).

In addition the Saudi carrier will connect Riyadh with
Vienna from 11 June until the end of August with 2weekly flights using A320s.

Despite the rapid growth in recent years, so far few new
routes have been announced for 2020. In January
Pegasus Airlines began 3-weekly service between
Istanbul SAW and Madinah, while the start of the
summer season will see Saudia launch 4-weekly service
from Jeddah to Amsterdam using its 787-9s.

Jeddah more popular than Riyadh
Of the 15,277 flights from Europe to Saudi Arabia in
2019, almost 7,000 were to Riyadh with almost 4,900
heading to Jeddah. Over 1,800 flights landed in Madinah
with a further 1,100 arriving in Dammam.
Three other airports (Yanbu, Gassim and Taif) each
welcomed between 100 and 220 flights from Europe in
2019, the vast majority offered by Turkish Airlines from
Istanbul.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Leap on Sunday 2 February began 12-weekly service
between Stockholm ARN and Örnsköldsvik in north-east
Sweden. The carrier, which operates three Saab 340s
which used to be flown by NextJet, has taken over this
route from SAS which suspended operations between
the two airports at the end of January. SAS had itself relaunched service on the 420-kilometre route in April
2018 having suspended service in December 2008.
During the intervening period, first Braathens Regional
Airlines and then NextJet had connected the two
airports. Back in 2008 Örnsköldsvik handled 145,000
passengers, nearly all on the route to Stockholm. Last
year saw the airport welcome just under 90,000
customers. Örnsköldsvik has a metropolitan population
of around 55,000 and driving to the Swedish capital
takes around six hours. Travelling by train appears to be
no quicker. Air Leap also offers flights from Stockholm
ARN to Jönköping and Karlstad.

BRA Braathens Regional Airlines has also decided to
enter the market between Stockholm and Örnsköldsvik.
However, the regional carrier, which was profiled in
Issue 53 of The ANKER Report, is operating to Bromma
rather than Arlanda. Service began on Sunday 2
February and the route will operate 20-weekly (up to 4daily) using ATR 72s. Along with Air Leap’s service this
will virtually double the capacity between the two cities.
It will be interesting to see if both carriers are still
operating these routes in 12 months’ time. BRA also
launched two more routes to the newly opened
Scandinavian Mountains Airport in Salen, with weekly
(Sunday) service from Gothenburg and Växjö beginning
on 26 January.
Eurowings on 17 January began a series of weekly flights
between Cologne Bonn and Arvidsjaur in Swedish
Lapland. Flights to the Swedish airport are on Fridays
while the return service is on Mondays. Arvidsjaur has
become popular as a destination for winter testing of
vehicles. As a result, Eurowings also serves the airport
from Stuttgart (a major centre of the German car
industry) with 4-weekly flights. Two of the outbound
flights are on Mondays with the others on Wednesdays
and Fridays. For the return flights there are two on
Fridays and one each on Mondays and Wednesdays.
Unfortunately, these flights appear to be corporate
charters as they are not available to book on the airline’s
website.

LOT Polish Airlines now operates to both major airports
serving Beijing. On 15 January the Star Alliance carrier
began 4-weekly service to the new Beijing PKX airport
from Warsaw WAW using a mix of the carrier’s 787-8s
and -9s. LOT will continue to offer 3-weekly service to
Beijing PEK, while Air China also connects those two
airports with 4-weekly flights in S20. As a result, capacity
between Warsaw and Beijing is set to increase by over
60% this summer. LOT also serves Delhi (5-weekly),
Seoul ICN (5-weekly), Singapore (4-weekly) and Tokyo
NRT (daily) in Asia this summer.
Lufthansa expanded operations from its Munich hub
with the launch on 3 February of 6-weekly service to
Newcastle in the north-east of England. Flights on the
1,190-kilometre route will operate every day except
Saturdays with 138-seat A319s. The two airports were
last connected in the summer of 2005 by hlx (a.k.a.
Hapag Lloyd Express), which operated a 3-weekly
service. Newcastle becomes Lufthansa’s seventh UK
route from Munich as it already serves Birmingham (3daily), Edinburgh (daily), Glasgow (2-weekly), Jersey
(weekly), London LHR (9-daily) and Manchester (up to 4daily) this summer. For Newcastle this is now the
airport’s second non-stop service to Germany as it
already offers 4-weekly service to Düsseldorf with
Eurowings this summer.

Pegasus Airlines became the third carrier to connect
Istanbul SAW with Madinah in Saudi Arabia when it
introduced 3-weekly service between the two airports
on 12 January. The 2,060-kilometre service departs the
Turkish airport at 20:35 arriving in Madinah just before
midnight. The return flight departs at 01:50 arriving back
at Sabiha Gökçen at 05:30. The two airports are already
linked by Turkish Airlines (4-weekly) and flynas (3weekly until the end of March). In addition, Saudia and
Turkish Airlines offer daily service between Istanbul IST
and Madinah. This is now Pegasus’s fourth route to
Saudi Arabia, as it already serves Dammam (launched in
June 2018), Jeddah (launched December 2018) and
Riyadh (launched May 2019).

Herzegovina (2-weekly from 3 February) and Katowice
to Kherson in Ukraine (2-weekly from 15 January).
Kherson now welcomes two Ryanair routes this winter,
Grenoble three, Kharkiv four and Banja Luka five.

SAS during the last four weeks has launched four new
routes, two from Norway and one each from Denmark
and Sweden. On 13 January the Scandinavian carrier
resumed flying between Copenhagen and Los Angeles,
offering a 6-weekly service on the 9,050-kilometre route.
This replaces the airline’s service between Stockholm
and Los Angeles which only launched in March 2016.
Norwegian had been offering flights between the Danish
capital and Los Angeles since March 2014 but suspended
their service at the end of October 2019. This summer
SAS will be serving six US destinations from Copenhagen
(the others being Boston, Chicago, New York EWR, San
Francisco and Washington), two from Stockholm
(Chicago and Newark) and just one from Oslo (Newark).
Elsewhere, SAS also resumed service on 1 February on
the domestic route between Oslo and Bardufoss. The
1,040-kilometre route was last operated by the carrier in
August 2012. Norwegian had been operating this route
since May 2008 but suspended flights on 31 January
2020. Although frequency will be maintained at between
17 and 20 flights per week, capacity will be reduced as
SAS will typically use 737-700s rather than Norwegian’s
larger capacity 737-800s. On 18 January SAS began a
short season of weekly (Saturday) flights between
Tromsø and Brussels, which appears to just be until midMarch (so just nine return flights). Finally, service to the
new Scandinavian Mountains Airport at Salen was
launched from London LHR on 1 February. The weekly
service is set to run until 11 April using A320neos
operated by SAS Ireland.
Sundair, the German leisure carriers, added a weekly
(Friday) service between Bremen and Marsa Alam in
Egypt on 7 February. The 3,730-kilometre route will be
flown using the airline’s A320 fleet and will not face any
direct competition. This winter, Sundair is serving five
destinations from Bremen, the others being Fuerteven-

The big news for Ryanair during the last month was the
addition of Yerevan in Armenia to the airline’s network.
Flights to the Armenian capital began on 14 January
from both Milan BGY and Rome CIA, with the Milan
service arriving first. Both routes will be served 2-weekly
on Tuesdays and Saturdays. Ryanair also launched five
more routes from five different bases; Bristol to
Grenoble (weekly from 11 January competing with
easyJet), Budapest to Kharkiv (2-weekly from 16
January), East Midlands to Sofia (weekly from 11
January), Frankfurt HHN to Banja Luka in Bosnia &
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Latest European route news
tura (2-weekly), Gran Canaria (weekly), Hurghada (2weekly) and Tenerife TFS (weekly).
Transavia France launched regular 2-weekly (Thursdays
and Sundays) service between Nantes and Istanbul IST
on 6 February. The carrier has operated the 2,520kilometre route several times since the start of W19/20
but on an irregular basis. Going forward, the route will
be operated year-round. This winter Transavia has
increased seat capacity from Nantes by 12%, mostly
thanks to its new routes to Geneva (launched in
December), Oran (launched in June), Tunis (launched in
April) and now Istanbul.
TUI Airways is operating 10 flights between Bristol and
Reykjavik KEF between 26 January and 26 February
using its 737-800s. During the winter season the route is
also flown between 2- and 3-weekly by easyJet.
Currently, no airline is expected to connect these two
airports during the summer season.
Turkish Airlines has become the third European airline
to serve Malabo, the capital of Equatorial Guinea in
Africa. On 7 February the Star Alliance carrier began 3weekly service from Istanbul using 737-900ERs, with the

outbound service stopping at nearby Port Harcourt in
Nigeria. Malabo is also currently served by Air France
and Lufthansa. The main part of Equatorial Guinea is on
Africa’s west coast located between Cameroon (to the
north) and Gabon (to the south and east). However, it
also includes five islands, one of which (Bioko) is where
the capital Malabo is located. According to Cirium Data

and Analytics, Turkish Airlines is serving 44 destinations
in Africa this winter, three more than in W18/19. Since
last winter the carrier has added Luxor (Egypt), Malabo,
Marrakech (Morocco), Pointe Noire (Congo) and Port
Harcourt (Nigeria) but dropped both Nouakchott
(Mauritania) and N’Djamena (Chad) at the end of March
2019.

Ryanair launches flights to Armenia, Wizz Air and airBaltic to follow;
Western Europe to Yerevan market set to grow rapidly in 2020
Armenia, which is about the size of Belgium, has a
population of around three million people (similar to
Albania and Lithuania). Located in the southern
Caucasus, it is a landlocked country with Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Iran and Turkey as its neighbours.
The country’s capital, Yerevan, is only around 25
kilometres from the border with Turkey, while Igdir
Airport in Turkey is only 50 kilometres away. However,
Armenia and Turkey are not exactly on speaking terms
for historic reasons, so crossing by land between the two
countries is not currently possible.
Airport traffic up 13% in 2019
The airport serving the capital is known as Zvartnots
International Airport after the nearby town and last year
it handled more than three million passengers, an
increase of 13% compared with 2018. Traffic peaked in
August with over 380,000 passengers passing through
the airport.

Then comes LOT Polish Airlines, Aircompany Armenia
and Austrian Airlines. Other European flag-carriers
present at the airport last year were Aegean Airlines
(flying from Athens), Aeroflot (Moscow SVO), Air France
(Paris CDG), Austrian Airlines (Vienna), Brussels Airlines
(Brussels BRU), LOT Polish Airlines (Warsaw) and
TAROM. The latter began 2-weekly service from
Bucharest last April.
Notably absent from the Armenian market are British
Airways, Lufthansa and KLM as well as Turkish Airlines.
The latter is for political reasons. However, Atlasglobal
does connect Yerevan with Istanbul.
British Airways served Yerevan from Heathrow until
October 2007 when bmi British Midland took over the
service until its collapse in October 2012. There have
been no non-stop links to Armenia from the UK since
then.

Ryanair started Yerevan flights in January
The EU and Armenia signed a Common Aviation Area
Agreement on 24 November 2017. This is designed to
create a virtual open-skies arrangement, allowing
carriers easier entry to the market. Ryanair has taken
advantage of this and on 14 January began 2-weekly
service from both Milan BGY and Rome CIA. In March it
will add 2-weekly service from Berlin SXF, followed by
Thessaloniki in May and Paphos in June.
Wizz Air and airBaltic launching soon
Also in March, Wizz Air will be introducing service from
two airports; Vienna (competing with Austrian Airlines)
and Vilnius, with service from Larnaca starting on 1 June.
Meanwhile, in early May, airBaltic will resume service to
Armenia with 2-weekly flights from Riga using A220300s. The carrier previously served Yerevan between
2008 and 2011.

The other main airport in the country is at Gyumri, which
welcomed almost 150,000 passengers last year.
Steady growth in traffic from Europe
Between 2005 and 2019 seat capacity between Europe
and Yerevan doubled, according to Cirium Data and
Analytics figures. Armenia has had several attempts at
having a national airline after becoming independent
from the Soviet Union in 1991. First there was Armenian
Airlines which operated from 1991 to 2003. Armavia
flew from 1996 until the end of March 2013 (which
explains the significant drop in traffic in 2013).
Air Armenia, previously a cargo airline, took over
scheduled passenger operations in July 2013 but then
ceased operating at the end of October 2014, which
explains the drop in traffic in 2015). Aircompany
Armenia is the current main local carrier. It began
operating in April 2016 and has two 737s and shares
some operations with Georgian Airways.
Russian carriers dominate
Analysis of schedule data for 2019 shows that the
leading airlines for European services at Yerevan were
Aeroflot, Nordwind Airlines, S7 Airlines, Ural Airlines,
Ukraine International Airlines, Red Wings Airlines, Utair
and Azimuth Airlines.
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Corendon
Airlines
... but new airport set to open in 2025
Bodø growing
slowly,
Situated above the Arctic Circle on Norway’s west coast, Bodø
is a city with a population of around 40,000. The airport
shares its 2,700-metre runway with the Royal Norwegian Air
Force, which has a considerable presence in Bodø.
Almost 40% of the airport’s scheduled capacity is on flights to
Oslo, where Norwegian and SAS compete for passengers. SAS
also serves Trondheim and Tromsø and in total is responsible
for 50% of the airport’s annual seat capacity. In terms of
flights, Widerøe is the busiest airline at the airport, accounting
for 60% of flights but only just over 30% of seats, with its fleet
of turboprops, operating at least daily flights to 12 regional
airports, most of which are less than 250 kilometres away.
In summer there are seasonal charter flights to popular sun
destinations, notably Chania in Greece, Gran Canaria and
Palma de Mallorca, as well as Stockholm.
Last May, Wizz Air began a 2-weekly service from Gdansk,
becoming the airport’s only year-round international route.
Another international route launching on 31 May this year will
be a 2-weekly, seasonal service to Helsinki, operated on
Finnair’s behalf by NORRA with its ATR 72s.
Looking ahead, Avinor has approved a plan to build a new
airport in Bodø just to the south of the existing facility which,
when it opens in 2025, is expected to handle 1.95 million
passengers. Aviation enthusiasts visiting the city should check
out the Norwegian Aviation Museum, the largest in the Nordic
region, which is located close to the airport.

Brest traffic up 12% in 2019 as Ryanair grows international offering
Located in the north-west corner of France in the region of
Brittany, Brest’s airport saw double-digit traffic growth in
2019, thanks primarily to a surge in international traffic. This
was driven by Ryanair launching flights to Fez (in October
2018), London SEN (April 2019) and Porto (April 2019) as well
as Air France adding service to Amsterdam (3-weekly from
April 2019). However, the Fez route was suspended at the end
of S19, while the Amsterdam route is set to cease at the end
of this month. Other international services are currently
provided by Flybe, TUI fly Belgium, Volotea and Vueling.
International traffic accounted for around 16% of the total in
2019, up from 9% in 2018, but still below the figure of 19%
achieved between 2008-2010. At that time Ryanair also
served Dublin and London LTN.
Domestic traffic is dominated by Air France’s services to Paris
(Orly and CDG) which account for almost 50% of all seats. Air
France / HOP! also serves Lyon on a regular basis, competing
with easyJet’s only route from the airport. Last year saw
Ryanair add domestic routes to Bordeaux and Toulouse. A
notable domestic service is provided by Finist’air with a
Cessna Caravan to the nearby island of Ouessant.
Looking ahead, Ryanair is set to launch 2-weekly service from
Bristol from 31 March, while Air France will begin weekly,
seasonal flights to Calvi, Marseille and Toulon at the end of
June and early July.

Kos traffic flat in 2019; 45% of passengers from Germany or UK
With almost 2.7 million passengers Kos is Greece’s seventh
busiest airport. Kos, one of the Dodecanese Islands in the
Aegean Sea, is just a few kilometres from Turkey and the city
of Bodrum. The airport has been operated by Fraport Greece
since April 2017. Fraport’s plans for the airport include a new
terminal and fire station.
Although 90% of the airport’s traffic is on international flights,
these nearly all take place between April and October. Traffic
in the peak month of August (554k in 2019) is over 30 times
higher than in January (less than 18k in 2019).
The leading country markets in 2019 are Germany (737k, 28%
of total), the UK (472k, 18%), Greece (285k, 11%),
Netherlands (245k, 9%) and Poland (168k, 6%). Domestic
flights to Athens and Thessaloniki are provided by Aegean
Airlines and Olympic Air with Sky Express also operating some
domestic PSO routes.
International services are provided by a mix of flag carriers,
LCCs and charter airlines. This includes airBaltic, Air Serbia,
Austrian Airlines, British Airways, Brussels Airlines and SAS
among the flag carriers; Blue Air, Blue Panorama, easyJet,
Eurowings, Jet2.com, Lauda, Norwegian, Ryanair (which
operates just a single route to Berlin TXL), SmartWings,
Transavia, Volotea and Vueling among the LCCs. The biggest
charter carriers include TUIfly and Condor (serving the
massive German market) and TUI Airways for UK flights.
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In Poland, Warsaw Chopin

Continued from page 1 Airport has reported that

while international traffic was up almost 7%, domestic
traffic grew by just 0.4%.
Spain is biggest domestic market in EU
Looking at the five biggest EU domestic markets in 2019,
Spain is the biggest followed by Italy, Germany, France
and the UK. The top 10 domestic routes in the UK all
involve one of the London airports, while the top eight
routes in France all involve one of the Paris airports. In
Italy, six of the top 10 domestic routes involve Rome FCO
while the other four have Milan MXP as one of the
airports in the airport-pair.
In Spain, four of the top ten routes are to/from Madrid,
while three routes are to/from Barcelona and the
remaining three involve flights within the Canary Islands.
In Germany, Berlin TXL, Frankfurt and Munich all feature
strongly but no single airport/city is dominant. Germany
is different from the other countries in that its busiest
airport is not the one serving the capital.
Frankfurt to Berlin TXL is just about the biggest domestic
route in Europe with 1.54 million one-way seats in 2019,
just ahead of Madrid to Barcelona with 1.51 million. The
Spanish domestic route used to be much busier before
the AVE high-speed rail connection between the two
cities was introduced.
Madrid is busiest domestic airport in EU
In France, Italy and Spain the busiest airport for
domestic traffic is the one serving the capital. However,
in Germany, Munich is bigger than Berlin TXL for
domestic capacity, while in the UK, the capacity split
across several London airports means that Edinburgh in
Scotland is currently the busiest airport for UK domestic
traffic, ahead of London LHR.
Looking across all five countries, Madrid and Barcelona
are the two busiest airports for domestic capacity in
2019, ahead of Rome FCO and Munich. However,

Istanbul SAW with 12.23 million domestic seats and
Istanbul IST with 9.19 million were both bigger than
Madrid in 2019. Trumping all of these is Moscow SVO
with 13.92 million domestic seats last year.
Turkish Airlines is biggest domestic carrier in Europe
Analysing Cirium Data and Analytics figures for domestic
services in Europe in 2019 reveals that Turkish Airlines is
by some distance the biggest domestic carrier in Europe,
even though it cut domestic capacity last year by almost
8%. If offers more than 50% more domestic seats than its
nearest rival, Russia’s Aeroflot, which grew domestic

capacity by more than 3% in 2019. Ryanair and easyJet
had very similar domestic capacities last year and lead
the way among (U)LCCs (shown in red). Noticeably
absent from the rankings is Wizz Air, which unlike its
biggest low-cost rivals in Europe, offered no domestic
routes in 2019, having dropped its only two domestic
routes flown in 2018 in Bulgaria (Sofia to Varna) and
Romania (Bucharest to Cluj-Napoca).
Current data for S20 seats shows a mixed picture; France
is down 4%, Germany is down 6%, and Italy is down 10%;
but the UK is up 1%, Spain is up 2% and Turkey up 8%.

Top 10 domestic routes by seat capacity in 2019 (000s of one-way seats)
France (32.63m)

Germany (35.26m)

Italy (39.94m)

Spain (52.03m)

UK (29.17m)

1

Paris ORY - Toulouse (1456k)

Frankfurt - Berlin TXL (1538k)

Rome FCO - Catania (1125k)

Madrid - Barcelona (1505k)

London LHR - Edinburgh (767k)

2

Paris ORY - Nice (1234k)

Munich - Berlin TXL (1436k)

Rome FCO - Palermo (949k)

Barcelona - Palma (1402k)

London LHR - Glasgow (565k)

3

Paris CDG - Nice (639k)

Munich - Düsseldorf (1235k)

Milan MXP - Catania (751k)

Madrid - Palma (1155k)

London LHR - Belfast BHD (451k)

4

Paris ORY - Marseille (598k)

Munich - Hamburg (1212k)

Rome FCO - Milan LIN (647k)

Madrid - Gran Canaria (909k)

London LGW - Jersey (434k)

5

Paris CDG - Toulouse (593k)

Frankfurt - Hamburg (1065k)

Rome FCO - Cagliari (576k)

Madrid - Tenerife TFN (832k)

London LGW - Edinburgh (432k)

6

Paris CDG - Marseille (396k)

Frankfurt - Munich (956k)

Milan MXP - Palermo (556k)

Barcelona - Ibiza (773k)

London LHR - Aberdeen (432k)

7

Paris ORY - Bordeaux (390k)

Berlin TXL - Cologne Bonn (890k)

Rome FCO - Bari (483k)

Gran Canaria - Tenerife TFN (704k) London LGW - Glasgow (373k)

8

Paris CDG - Bordeaux (374k)

Berlin TXL - Düsseldorf (849k)

Milan MXP - Lamezia (456k)

Barcelona - Seville (594k)

London STN - Edinburgh (369k)

9

Lyon - Bordeaux (373k)

Munich - Cologne Bonn (832k)

Rome FCO - Turin (417k)

Gran Canaria - Lanzarote (539k)

London LHR - Manchester (367k)

10

Lyon - Nantes (365k)

Berlin Tegel - Stuttgart (817k)

Milan MXP - Naples (366k)

Tenerife TFN - La Palma (537k)

London LGW - Belfast BFS (351k)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for 2019.

*Milan Linate was closed for three months in 2019.

Top 7 airports for domestic seat capacity in 2019 (millions of departing seats)
France

Germany

Italy

Spain

UK

1

Paris ORY (6.39m)

Munich (7.47m)

Rome FCO (7.50m)

Madrid (9.73m)

Edinburgh (3.37m)

2

Paris CDG (3.68m)

Berlin TXL (5.70m)

Catania (3.81m)

Barcelona (8.49m)

London LHR (3.14m)

3

Toulouse (3.15m)

Frankfurt (5.63m)

Milan MXP (3.66m)

Palma de Mallorca (4.69m)

Glasgow (2.48m)

4

Nice (2.96m)

Hamburg (3.81m)

Palermo (2.89m)

Gran Canaria (3.73m)

Belfast BFS (2.43m)

5

Lyon (2.48m)

Düsseldorf (3.35m)

Milan LIN* (2.43m)

Tenerife TFN (3.58m)

London LGW (2.10m)

6

Marseille (2.42m)

Cologne Bonn (2.35m)

Naples (2.05m)

Seville (2.16m)

Manchester (1.67m)

7

Bordeaux (1.98m)

Stuttgart (2.34m)

Cagliari (2.04m)

Ibiza (2.11m)

Belfast BHD (1.54m)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for 2019.

*Milan Linate was closed for three months in 2019.

Top 5 airlines by domestic seat capacity in 2019 (share of domestic capacity)
France

Germany

Italy

Spain

UK

1

Air France / HOP (67.0%)

Lufthansa (59.4%)

Alitalia (41.0%)

Vueling (32.0%)

easyJet (33.6%)

2

easyJet (16.5%)

Eurowings (29.8%)

Ryanair (31.1%)

Iberia / Iberia Express (26.0%)

Flybe (28.4%)

3

Air Corsica (6.7%)

easyJet (9.4%)

easyJet (9.9%)

Air Europa (14.7%)

British Airways (25.3%)

4

Volotea (5.1%)

Luxair (0.6%)

Volotea (6.7%)

Ryanair (13.5%)

Loganair (4.8%)

5

Ryanair (2.6%)

Ryanair (0.4%)

Air Italy (6.4%)

Binter Canarias (9.2%)

Ryanair (2.9%)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for 2019.
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